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Abstract 
     The ground state charge, neutron and matter densities for two-neutron halo nuclei P

12
PBe 

and P

14
PBe are calculated within a two- frequency shell model approach.  In the description of 

the halo nuclei it is important to take into account a model space for P

10
PBe and P

12
PBe different 

from the two halo neutrons which have to be treated separately in order to explain their 
properties. The structures of the halo P

12
PBe and P

14
PBe nuclei show that the dominant 

configurations when the two halo neutrons distributed over the 1d shell orbits. Elastic 
Coulomb scattering form factors of these two exotic nuclei are also studied through the 
combination of the density distributions of the P

10
PBe, P

12
PBe core and the two halo neutrons. 

The effects of the neutron halos on the electron scattering form factors are explored. The 
form factors for the two exotic P

12
PBe and P

14
PBe nuclei are compared with those of the stable 

P

9
PBe nuclei. It is found that the difference in the calculated charge form factors between halo 

and stable nuclei is attributed mainly to the difference in the center of mass correction which 
depends on the mass number and the size parameter (b). 
PACS number(s): 25.30.Bf;21.60.Cs;21.10.Gv;27.20+n. 
 
Keywords: Neutron-rich exotic nuclei; Shell model calculations; nucleon density    
distributions of halo nuclei; elastic electron scattering form factors. 

 
 14و بريليوم 12حساب توزيعات كثافة المادة النووية وعوامل التشكل للحالة الارضية للنواتين بريليوم 

 
 وسن زهير مجيد   ورعد عبد الكريم راضي، عادل خلف حمودي
,بغداد, العراق. قسم الفيزياء، كلية العلوم، جامعة بغداد

 
: الخلاصة

      تم حساب توزيعات الكثافة البروتونية و النيوترونية والمادة النووية  للنوى الهالة الغنية بالنيوترونات 
P

12
PBeو P

14
PBe باستخدام انموذج القشرة النووي ذو الترددين. لدراسة النوى الهالة من المهم الاخذ بنظر الاعتبار

P استخدام فضاء لنيوكليونات القلب 

10
PBeو P

12
PBe مختلف عما هو لنيوكليونات الهالة. من خلال النتائج وجد 

Pان التركيب المهيمن للنواتين 

12
PBe , P

14
PBe 1.  هو عند وجود نيوكليونات الهالة في المدارd كذلك تم دراسة

 تاثير وجود نيوترونين خارج القلب على  عوامل التشكل الكولومية المرنة من خلال ربط توزيعات الكثافة للقلب 
P

10
PBeو P

12
PBe مع نيوترونين الهالة. عوامل التشكل للنواتين الغريبتين P

12
PBeوP

14
PBeعوامل التشكل  قورنت مع 

 
P

*
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Pللنواة المستقرة 

9
PBe وجد ان الاختلاف  بين النوى الهالة ونظيرتها المستقرة يعود الى التباين في عامل .

.  (b)تصحيح مركز الكتلة والذي يعتمد على العدد الكتلي وثابت المتذبذب التوافقي 
 

1. Introduction 
      The study of the properties of extremely 
neutron or proton rich nuclei of light elements is 
considered as an important and exciting 
research topic in modern nuclear physics. The 
term '' halo'' refers to the weakly bound nucleon 
or nucleons forming a cloud of low density 
around  a core of normal density. It appeared 
first in a paper by Hansen and  Jonson in 1987 
[1]. Since then it has become the label for a few 
light exotic nuclei with weakly bound nucleons 
in spatially extended states where the radius of 
the halo system is significantly larger than the 
normal nuclear radius. 
     Since the first observation of P

14
PBe and P

17
PB in 

1973 [2] and P

12
PBe in 1965 [3], interest in these 

nuclei has greatly increased. Some properties, 
such as the mass and matter radius have been 
studied and reported by Liatard et al. [4], 
Tanihata et al.[5] and Ozawa et al. [6]. These 
anomalously large matter radii have interpreted 
as being an indication of a neutron halo, which 
is a feature seen specifically in very neutron- 
rich and loosely bound nuclei, such as P

11
PLi and 

P

11
PBe.  

       Based on Talmi and Unna's  description of 
P

11
PBe as aP

 10
PBe core plus a 1sR1/2R neutron [7], 

Barker predicted that low lying 0+ states in P

12
PBe 

should be formed with the same P

10
PBe core and a 

pair of neutrons in the 1s R1/2R, 1p R1/2R, or 1dR1/2R 
orbit. Theoretical calculations which study the 
mixing with intruder orbitals from the sd shell 
also exist. Clustering structure [8,9,10] or few-
body structure with a P

12
PBe composed from a  

P

10
PBe core plus two valence neutrons[11,12] have 

been investigated as well. 
     The halo structure of P

14
PBe has been 

confirmed by Zahar et al. [13] in a 
fragmentation experiments of P

14
PBe on a P

12
PC 

target. They suggest a strong correlation 
between the two external neutrons. 
     The P

14
PBe nucleus has been investigated in the 

three cluster generated coordinate method, 
involving several P

12
PBe+n+n configurations by 

Descouvemout [14]. The P

12
PBe core nucleus was 

described in the harmonic oscillator model with 
all possible configurations in the p-shell. A 
strong enhancement of the root mean square 
(rms) radius with respect to the P

12
PBe core was 

obtained, in agreement with experiment. The 
microscopic wave functions were used to 
investigate several aspects of the P

14
PBe 

spectroscopy. In addition to the rms radius, he 
also calculate proton and neutron densities, both 
in P

14
PBe and in the P

12
PBe core. These quantities 

provide more complete information than the rms 
radius. 
     Ilieva [15] investigated the nuclear matter 
density distributions of the exotic P

12
PBe, P

14
PBe and 

P

8
PB nuclei by elastic proton scattering in inverse 

kinematics. The experimental results on the 
isotopes P

12
PBe and P

14
PBe presented together with 

their theoretical interpretation in the frame of 
the Glauber multiple scattering theory. A 
comparison with several theoretical microscopic 
calculations were also made. Same preliminary 
results for nucleus P

8
PBe and their interpretation 

were displayed as well. 
     The current experimental technique for 
recognizing neutron halo and proton halo are 
mostly based on the measurement of reaction 
cross sections of the nucleus-nucleus collision 
and of the momentum distributions of nucleus 
breakup. There are complex processes where the 
strong and electromagnetic interactions among 
nucleons play a role. Despite the fact that this 
type of experiments has achieved most 
important success for halo phenomena, it is 
motivating to look for a new probe to refine the 
study of neutron halo in neutron rich-nuclei. 
Electron-nucleus scattering has confirmed to be 
tremendous tool for the study of nuclear 
structure, particularly for the study of 
electromagnetic properties of nuclei. It has 
given much consistent information on proton 
density distributions of stable nuclei. The 
electron-nucleus scattering is a better technique 
for the accurate study of the long tail behavior 
in the nucleon density distribution of the exotic 
neutron-rich nuclei. 
     In the present work, the two neutron halo 
structure of P

12
PBe and P

14
PBe are studied assuming 

that the two valence neutrons forming the halo. 
Shell- model configuration mixing is carried out 
by using a model space for the core nucleus 
different from that of the two halo neutrons. 
This assumption is supported by the fact that the 
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valence neutrons are distributed in a spatial 
region which is much larger than the core. 
    The obtained density distributions are used to 
calculate the electron scattering form factors 
and compared with stable charge form factors to 
explore the effects of the neutron halo on the 
charge distributions and electron scattering form 
factors.   
 
2. Theory  
    The form factors for electron scattering 
between nuclear states JRiR and JRfR involving 
angular momentum transfer J are expressed as 
[16], 
                       

i

N
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where the normalization factor 

ztJN , is defined 
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and q is the momentum transfer. The 
longitudinal (Coulomb) multipole operator 

ztJT ,
ˆ  

is given by 
                      

( )irYqrjrdiqT
zz tJMJtJ ,ˆ)()(),(ˆ 3

,
ρΩ= ∫       (3)           

 
where )(qrjJ  is the spherical Bessel's function 
and ( )ir

zt ,ˆ ρ  is the protons/neutrons density 
operator which is given by 
 
  )(),(ˆ it rrir

z


−= δρ                                   (4) 

 
Equation (3) reduced to 
                                     

)()(),(ˆ
, iJMiJtJ YqrjiqT

z
Ω=                         (5) 

 
   The reduced matrix element in equation (1) 
can be written as a sum over elements of the 
one-body density matrix (OBDM) elements and 
the corresponding reduced single-particle matrix 
element [17] 
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where a  and b  label the single particle states 
( aaa jna ≡   and bbb jnb ≡ ). The OBDM is 
defined as [17] 
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     The reduced single-particle matrix elements 
of the Coulomb operator in equation (6) 
become: 
                           

)()()(ˆ
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where )(rRn  is the harmonic oscillator radial 
wave function. 
 
      The Coulomb form factor given in equation 
(1) becomes: 
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and can be written as 
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where )(, r
ztJρ is nucleon density distribution 

and is given by 
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     As the model space wave functions have 
good isospin, it is appropriate to evaluate the 
OBDM elements by means of isospin-reduced 
matrix elements. The relation between the triply 
reduced OBDM and the proton or neutron 
OBDM is [18], 
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where the triply reduced OBDM(T) 
elements are given by 
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Here, Greek symbols are utilized to indicate 
quantum numbers in coordinate space and 
isospace 

fffiiiba TJΓTJΓbtat ==≡≡  and ,,βα      
The OBDM elements contain all the 
information about transitions of given multi 
polarities which are embedded in the model 
space wave functions. Shell model calculations 
are performed using the code OXBASH [19] 
with specified model space and effective 
interaction to generate the OBDM elements. 
     For the ground state J=0, and JRiR = JRfR  and 

bab jj == , a  . 
     The ground state density distribution takes 
the form, 
         

)()(12
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     The normalization condition of the above 
ground state density is: 

                     ∫
∞

=
0

2 )(4
zz tt Nrdrr ρπ           (15) 

and the elastic J=0 form factor at q=0, is equal 
to one. 
      
     Inclusion of the finite nucleon size correction 

)(qFfs  and the center of mass correction 

)(qFcm  in the calculations requires multiplying 

the form factor of Eq. (10) by these corrections. 
The nucleon finite size  form factor is [20], 
                              

221 ])33.4/(1[)( −−+= fmqqFfs                  (16)                                                
 
and the center of mass correction is: 

    Abq
cm eqF 422

)( =                               (17)                                                                                             
 
where A is the nuclear mass number and b is the 
harmonic-oscillator size parameter, for halo 
nuclei b equal to the average of bRcoreR and bRhaloR. 
Introducing these corrections into Eq. (10),  
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     As the halo nuclei are oversized and easily 
broken system consisting of a compact core plus 
a number of outer nucleons loosely bound and 
specially extended far from the core, it is 
suitable to separate the ground state density 
distribution of equation (14) into two parts, one 
is connected with the core nucleons and the 
other one with the hole nucleons, so the matter 
density distribution for the whole halo nucleus 
becomes: 
                                  

)()()( )( rrr halo
np
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npm ρρρ += +                       (19)                                             

The corresponding rms radii are given by 

              )(4
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where g represents the corresponding number of 
nucleons in each case. 
     The corresponding elastic scattering J=0 
form factor (C0) is written in the following 
form, 
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     The average occupation number in each orbit 
(

ztan , ) is given by  
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  The total longitudinal form factor is given by 
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3. Results and Discussion 
     Charge, neutron and matter densities of the 
P

12
PBe (SR2nR  =3.67 MeV, τR1/2R = 20 ms) [21,22]  

and P

14
PBe ( SR2nR=1.34MeV, τR1/2R =4.35 ms) [23] 

exotic two -neutron halo nuclei are calculated 
using different model spaces for the core and 
the extra two halo neutrons. The calculations 
based on using two – frequency shell model 
[24,25], with size parameters for the core 
different from those for the two halo neutrons in 
order to reproduce the measured charge and 
matter rms. Also electron scattering form 
factors are calculated for these nuclei using 
Plane Wave Born Approximation (PWBA).  
     Shell model calculations were performed 
with shell model code OXBASH [19], where 
the one body density matrix (OBDM) elements 
in spin-isospin formalism are obtained. The 
densities taken from Ref. [15] for  Gaussian-
Halo (G-H) parameterization used in the present 
calculations as a fitted density of P

12
PBe and for  

Gaussian- Gaussian (G-G) parameterization as a 
fitted density of P

14
PBe nuclei. The neutron drip 

line P

12
PBe ( 20+=TJ π ) and P

14
PBe ( 30+=TJ π ), 

which coupled a P

10
PBe core ( 10+=TJ π ) and 

outer two neutrons ( 10+=TJ π ) forming the 
P

12
PBe nucleus halo and aP

 12
PBe core ( 20+=TJ π ) 

plus two neutrons system ( 10+=TJ π ) forming 
the P

14
PBe nucleus halo. The  different model 

spaces are chosen for the core and the extra two 
neutrons. The configurations (1sR1/2R) P

4
P, (1p) P

6
P and 

(1sR1/2R) P

4
P, (1p)P

8
P are used for P

10
PBe and P

12
PBe, 

respectively. 
      A value of fm 5.1core =b is chosen for P

10
PBe, 

which gives the rms matter radius equal to  
2.173 fm, which is consisting with measured 
value 2.18±0.02[15]. A value of 

fm 797.1core =b is chosen for P

12
PBe, which gives 

the rms matter radius equal to 2.645 fm, which 
is consisting with the measured value 2.59(6)fm 
[26]. Three different configurations are 
considered for the description of the two halo 
neutrons in P

12
PBe and P

14
PBe. These two neutrons 

are assumed to be in a pure 2/31d , or a 
pure 2/51d , a pure 2/12s and mixing of the sd 
orbits. In the sd model space all orbits in  2s-1d 
shells are considered, where the universal shell 

model (USD)[27] is used for the sd-shell orbits. 
To reproduce the matter radii of P

12
PBe (2.82±0.12 

fm [15]) and P

14
PBe (3.16(38)fm [26]), a value of 

fm45.2=halob is used in the case of P

12
PBe 

and fm45.3=halob for P

14
PBe. These values of 

halob give the matter radius of P

12
PBe equal to 2.72 

fm and for P

14
PBe equal to 3.456 fm which agree 

with the measured values. 
     The matter density distributions )(rmρ  are 
displayed in Figure 1 and Figure 2 for P

12
PBe and 

for  P

14
PBe, respectively.  The solid curve is the 

calculated matter density obtained with the 
assumption that the outer two neutrons move in 
the sd model space. The dashed curve and dash-
dotted curve are the calculated matter density 
when the outer two neutrons move in pure d 
orbits and a pure s orbit, respectively. The filled 
circles are the fitted matter densities taken from 
Ref.[15]. It is evident from this figure that the 
calculated matter density distribution 
represented by the solid curve is in an excellent 
accordance with that of the dashed curve, and 
they coincide with each other throughout the 
whole range of r. These calculations agree well 
with the fitted data better than the other 
configurations. The average occupation 
numbers of the two neutrons using the sd model 
space for P

12
PBe and P

14
PBe are 

3008.0 ,6992.1   
2/121 == sd nn  

     The 1d shell is the dominant configuration 
for the two neutrons halo. Hence, the result of 
the 1d shell configuration almost coincides with 
those of the sd mixed configurations. A long tail 
is exhibited in calculated matter density 
distribution which is consisted with the fitted 
one. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
r(fm)

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

12Be=core 10Be(b=1.5 fm)+2n
•  •  •   RHO (fitted)
           2n in (sd), bhalo=2.45 fm
- - - -   2n in (1d), bhalo=2.45 fm
- • - • -  2n in (2s), bhalo=2.45 fm 

Figure 1- Matter density distributions of P

12
PBe. 
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
r (fm)

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

14Be=core 12Be(b=1.797 fm)+2n
•  •  •  fitted density 
           2n in (sd), bhalo=3.45 fm
—  — 2n in (1d),bhalo=3.45 fm
— • — •  2n in (2s),bhalo=3.45 fm
 

Figure 2-Matter density distributions of P

14
PBe. 

 
     Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the core (protons 
+ neutrons) (dashed curve) and the two halo 
neutrons (dash- dotted curve) contributions to 
the matter density of P

12
PBe and P

 14
PBe, respectively. 

The long tail is due to the outer halo neutrons. 
 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
r(fm)

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

12Be
- - -  10Be core
- • - • - 2n halo
 ——  12Be= core(10Be)+2n halo  

             
Figure 3- Density distributions of P

12
PBe. 

 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
r (fm)

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

14Be
—  —  12Be core
— • — •  2n halo
——   14Be= core(12Be)+2n halo  

      
Figure 4-Density distributions of P

14
PBe. 

 
     Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the calculated 
proton and neutron density displayed as dashed 
and dash-dotted curves, respectively. The long 
tail behavior is noticeably seen in the 
distribution of the neutron density. This 
behavior is related to the existence of the outer 
two neutrons in the halo orbits. The difference 
between the neutron and proton rms radii is RRnR 
–RRpR =2.984-2.121=0.863 fm,  and RRnR –RRpR 
=3.957-2.541=1.416 fm for P

12
PBe and P

14
PBe, 

respectively which provides an additional 
evidence for the halo structure of these nuclei.  

 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
r(fm)

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

12Be
- - -  proton density
- • - • - neutron density
 ——  12Be= core(10Be)+2n halo  

     
Figure 5-Neutron, proton and matter density 

distributions of P

12
PBe. 
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
r (fm)

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

14Be
—  —  proton density
— • — neutron density
            14Be= core(12Be)+2n halo 

 
         Figure 6- Neutron, proton and matter  
                          density distributions of    
                         P

14
PBe. 

 
     As shown above, P

12
PBe is adopted as the core 

of the halo nucleus P

14
PBe. The comparison 

between the core size of P

14
PBe (RRc R= 1.797 fm) 

and the matter radius of    P

12
PBe (RRm R= 2.72 fm), 

indicate that the free P

12
PBe  and the core have 

different behavior as shown in Figure 7. When 
free,  P

12
PBe exhibits an extended structure. In this 

mass region breaking of the N=8 neutron shell 
closure is observed due to intruder orbitals from 
the next sd shell. This leads to an extended 
matter distribution due to neutrons on the sR1/2R  
orbital. While, when P

12
PBe is within the P

14
PBe 

nucleus most probable its last neutrons occupy 
the p shell which is the available one, as in 
Figure 7. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
r(fm)

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

           12Be(core of  14Be)
- - - -   12Be (halo)

 
Figure 7-Comparison between the matter density  
                distributions  of P

 12
PBe and the  

                core densityof P

14
PBe. 

     For the sake of completeness of the 
comparison, the reference P

9
PBe stable nuclei is 

chosen, where experimental data (electron 
scattering form factors) are available [20]. A 
size parameter for the harmonic oscillator radial 
wave functions is chosen to be b=1.68 fm for 
P

9
PBe,  to reproduce the measured rms matter 

radius (2.38(1)fm[26]). 
     To see the effects of the addition of neutrons 
to form halo nuclei on the form factors, the 
calculated charge (C0+C2) form factors of P

9
PBe 

compared with the measured data taken from 
Ref. [20] are presented. These results are 
displayed in Figure 8, using effective charges 
equal to 1.35e and 0.35e, for the protons and 
neutrons, respectively, for C2 to account the 
core polarization effects [17]. The experimental 
data are very well  reproduced. C0 and C2 
contributions are shown in this figure by the 
dotted and dashed curves, respectively. 
  

0 1 2 3 4
q (fm-1)

10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

| F
(q

) |
 2

• • • Experimental data
       C0+C2

C0

C2

 
        Figure 8-Elastic charge form factors of P

  9
PBe. 

 
     Figure 9 and Figure 10, show the charge 
longitudinal C0 elastic electron scattering form 
factors for P

12
PBe and P

14
PBe halo nucleus 

respectively, calculated with PWBA, displayed 
as dashed curve in comparison with that of P

9
PBe 

(solid curve). The significant  difference 
between the form factors of  the exotic neutron-
drip line P

12,14
PBe and that of stable  P

9
PBe  is the 

difference in the center of mass correction 
which depends on the mass number and the size 
parameter b which is assumed in this case equal 
to the average of bRcoreR and bRhaloR.  
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      Figure 9-Elastic matter form factors of   P

9,12
PBe. 
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Figure 10-Elastic matter form factors of P

9,14
PBe. 

 
4. Conclusions 
       The ground state proton, neutron and matter 
density distributions of unstable neutron- rich 
P

12
PBe and P

14
PBe exotic nuclei are investigated 

using the two-frequency shell model approach. 
Elastic electron scattering from these two exotic 
nuclei are also investigated. The long tail 
behavior, considered as a distinctive feature of 
halo nuclei, is evidently revealed in the 
calculated neutron and matter density 
distributions of these two exotic nuclei. Besides, 
the noticeable difference that is found between 
the calculated overall proton and neutron rms 
radii also indicates a definite degree of halo 
structure. It is found that the structure of the 
halo neutrons for these two nuclei have 

dominant (1d) P

2
P configurations. Also, it is found 

that the difference between the form factors of 
unstable exotic P

12
PBe, P

14
PBe nuclei and those of 

the stable P

9
PBe nucleus is the difference in the 

center of mass correction which depends on the 
mass number and the size parameter b. 
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